
3 in 1 Cylinder Keying



Simple. Convenient. Flexible.

Mul-T-Lock’s 3in1 keying option allows for the instant re-keying of mechanical lock

cylinders without the need for any special tools or services.  No removal or 

disassembly of the cylinder is required.  Simply insert and turn a key to 

permanently change the cylinder to a new combination and nullify the

previous key up to two times. 

How It Works

After the initial installation, use the green key to operate the cylinder.

If a need to re-key the cylinder arises, simply insert and rotate the yellow key.

The green key will no longer be able to unlock the cylinder.  If the need to re-key arises

a second time, simply insert and rotate the red key to once again change the combination,

thereby disallowing unlocking by either the green or yellow keys.  Once all changes have been 

used, an authorized Mul-T-Lock dealer can re-prep the cylinder for 3in1 keying once again.

 

Suggested 3in1 Applications:

  Instant change of cylinder combination following the attainment of a key by an authorized or ex-employee or tenant

  Solution to high turnover rates and/or mis-distribution of keys

  Solution to lost key events

Control -  User has full control over their ability to instantly alter a cylinders combination

Freedom - No need to await re-keying in an emergency situation

Savings - No re-keying labor or costs, change is instantly achieved with the turn of a key

Value - Authorized Mul-t-Lock dealers can easily reset to 3in1 keying once all changes are used

Simplicity - User-friendly, easy to install and fully mechanical with no complex software or expensive electronics
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3 in 1 Cylinder Keying

3in1 Cylinder Keying Benefits

Available in Mul-T-Lock’s telescopic pin platforms: Classic, Interactive+ and MT5+

Suitable for cylinders of any length

Supplied with 3 key order cards: one for each key 

Compatible only with cylinders that allow 45 degree key rotation (can be adjusted for other options)

Not recommended for use in master key systems

3in1 Cylinder Keying Features
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